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ABSTRACT Electric power steering system (EPS) with traditional power supply can’t provide enough
power for heavy-duty vehicle to turn at low speed. To solve the problem, a novel EPS with hybrid power
supply was constructed. In this paper, firstly, mathematical model of the EPS with hybrid power supply
was established including model of hybrid power supply system and basic model of EPS. Then the power
mode recognition was obtained according to the certain threshold of steering resistance torque, state of
charge (SOC) of super-capacitor and output voltage of the vehicle power supply, and the corresponding
finite automaton model was built. The EPS system with hybrid power supply was regarded as a hybrid
system due to continuous event in a single mode and discrete event during mode switching process, thus
the multi-mode switching control strategy was proposed. Taken the different characteristics of hybrid power
supply in different power modes into account, the corresponding local controllers were designed which
were consisted of fuzzy-PID controller, active disturbance rejection controller (ADRC) and sliding mode
controller. Besides, the fuzzy supervisory controller was also designed to ensure the stability of the hybrid
system during mode switching process. The simulation results show that the local controllers can achieve
fast and accurate track of target current in each power mode, and the fuzzy supervisor can effectively ensure
the stability of the switching process, which demonstrates the feasibility of the control strategy.

INDEX TERMS Hybrid power supply system, EPS, hybrid system, multi-mode switching, fuzzy supervisor
controller.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the HPS system is widely used in heavy-duty vehi-
cles for its advantage of high steering assist effort [1]. How-
ever, the HPS system has some disadvantages of poor steering
road feeling and high energy consumption [2], [3]. In order
to solve the problems of HPS, some scholars have carried out
some relevant researches. Xia et al. studied an electronically
controlled hydraulic power steering system which can realize
the variable assist characteristics and improve the high-speed
steering road feeling [4]. Tang et al. applied an electromag-
netic slip coupling to hydraulic power steering, which shows
that the energy consumption decreases greatly compared with
that of HPS [5]. The solutions mentioned above is proposed
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to adjust either hydraulic flow or pressure of HPS, thus the
problems of HPS cannot be fundamentally solved.

The electric power steering (EPS) system widely used in
passenger cars [6] has variable assist characteristics and can
provide steering assist effort as required, which obviously
improves the steering road feeling and greatly reduce the
consumption of steering system [7], [8]. However, the EPS
with traditional power supply cannot provide enough power
for heavy-duty vehicles to turn at low speed, which limits the
application of EPS in heavy-duty vehicles [9].

The super-capacitor, as a new type of energy stor-
age device, has been widely applied in many energy
sources recently because of its unique characteristics of
large discharging current, fast charging rate and long cycle
life [10], [11], which just compensates the shortcomings of
traditional power supply. Therefore, the hybrid power supply
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composed of super-capacitor and traditional power supply
has been used in many fields [12], such as power battery
compensation of electric vehicles [13], train kinetic energy
recovery and release [14] and active distribution network
system [15], which effectively solves the problems of high
instantaneous power and large power fluctuation of tradi-
tional power supply. The hybrid power supply provides a
feasible solution to the problem of power shortage of EPS
under the vehicle power supply in heavy-duty vehicles.

The vehicle power supply is a stable voltage source,
while the super-capacitor is a nonlinear time-varying voltage
source [16], so the hybrid power supply has different charac-
teristics in vehicle power supply mode, hybrid power supply
mode and super-capacitor mode respectively. It is necessary
to design corresponding local controllers for different power
modes, and switch the local controllers as the power mode
changes.

The EPS system with hybrid power supply can be regarded
as a hybrid system, which includes continuous event in a
single mode and discrete event during power mode switching
process [17]. The multi-mode switching control theory is
commonly used in hybrid system, such as vehicle body height
control [18] and suspension damping control [19]. A fuzzy
supervisory controller is usually needed to regulate the multi-
mode switching process in order to ensure the stability of the
hybrid system, which can make the local controllers switch
smoothly by adjusting the weighting coefficient dynami-
cally [20]–[22].

This article focuses on the multi-mode switching control
strategy of the EPS with hybrid power supply. Firstly, mathe-
matic model of the EPS system is built. Then the power mode
recognition is implemented and the finite automata model
is constructed. Considering the different characteristics of
the hybrid power supply system in different power modes,
the local controllers and the fuzzy supervisory controller
respectively are designed to improve control performance of
the EPS system. Finally, the simulation was carried out to
verify the effectiveness of the control strategy.

II. STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE OF THE EPS WITH
HYBRID POWER SUPPLY
The EPS with hybrid power supply includes steering wheel,
torque/angle sensor, circulating ball steering gear, steering
motor, turbine worm reduction mechanism, ECU, super-
capacitor, DC-DC converter and vehicle power supply,
as shown in the FIGURE 1.

The ECU obtains the target current of steeringmotor by the
target current control algorithm according to steering torque,
and vehicle speed. The DC-DC converter is controlled to
enable the super-capacitor and the vehicle power supply to
generate appropriate current to the steering motor in differ-
ent power supply modes based on the energy management
strategy.

When the required power of steering motor is low,
the vehicle power supply drives the steering motor separately
and charges the super-capacitor when needed. When the

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the EPS with hybrid power supply.

required power of steering motor is high, the super-capacitor,
along with the vehicle power supply, provides power for
the steering motor. When the vehicle power supply breaks
down, the super-capacitor provides power for steering motor
emergently.

III. MODEL OF THE EPS WITH HYBRID POWER SUPPLY
A. MODEL OF HYBRID POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The vehicle power supply is a relatively stable voltage source
due to the regulation of voltage regulator in the alternator and
the filtration of battery. Therefore, the constant voltage source
is chosen as the model of vehicle power supply in this paper.

The super-capacitor is a non-linear time-varying voltage
source, and its terminal voltage varies greatly with charging
or discharging. A first-order RC model of super-capacitor is
constructed in this paper, since it is simple in structure and
can accurately reflect the external electrical characteristics of
super-capacitor during charging and discharging. The voltage
calculation formula of super-capacitor is as follows.

U = U0 −

∫
i1t

/
C (1)

where, U0 is the initial voltage, i is the working current, C is
the rated capacitance.

B. MODEL OF EPS
The mathematical model of the circulating ball type EPS is
as follow.

Jhw · θ̈hw + Bhw · θ̇hw + Kt (θhw − θe) = Thw (2)

Jm · θ̈m + Bm · θ̇m = kai− Ta/G (3)

Jc · θ̈e + Bc · θ̇e = Kt (θhw − θe)+ Ta − PFL/2π (4)

mL · ẍm + bL · ẋm = FL − Fcs (5)

Jcs · θ̈cs + Bcs · θ̇cs = Fcs · Rcs − Tp (6)

U = L di
dt + Ri+ Ke

dθm
dt (7)

where, θm = G · θe, θe = 2π
P · xm, xm = Rcs · θcs.
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FIGURE 2. Finite automaton model of hybrid power supply system.

Where, Jhw is rotational inertia of steering wheel, Bhw is
damping coefficient of steering wheel, Kt is stiffness coeffi-
cient of torsion bar, θhw is rotational angle of steering wheel,
θe is rotational angle of screw, Thw is driver input torque,
Jm is rotational inertia of steering motor, Bm is damping
coefficient of steeringmotor, θm is rotational angle of steering
motor, ka is torque coefficient of steering motor, i is current
of steering motor, Ta is assisting torque, G is transmission
ratio of turbine worm mechanism, Jc is rotational inertia of
screw, Bc is damping coefficient of screw, P is pitch of screw,
FL is thrust force of screw, ml is mass of nut, bl is damping
coefficient of nut, xm is displacement of nut, Fcs is acting
force of sector gear, Jcs is rotational inertia of sector gear, Bcs
is damping coefficient of sector gear, θcs is rotational angle
of sector gear, Rcs is radius of pitch circle of sector gear, Tp
is steering resistance torque, U is voltage of steering motor,
L is inductance of steering motor, R is resistance of steering
motor, ke is back EMF coefficient.

IV. POWER MODE RECOGNITION OF HYBRID POWER
SUPPLY SYSTEM
According to the steering angle, state of charge (SOC) of
super-capacitor and voltage of the vehicle power supply,
power modes of the hybrid power supply system can be
recognized, and the corresponding mode recognition signal
flag of each mode are obtained, as shown in the TABLE 1.

It can be considered that the steering resistance torque
depends on vehicle speed and steering angle. When the steer-
ing resistance torque is above the certain threshold in critical
state, the vehicle power supply cannot provide enough power
for the steering motor, thus the power mode switches to the
hybrid power supply mode.

Considering the maximum power which the vehicle power
supply can provide to the steering motor, the maximum
assistant torque of the steering motor is equal to the certain
threshold of steering resistance torque.

TABLE 1. Power modes of hybrid power supply system.

TABLE 2. Steering angle and vehicle speed in critical state.

According to the law of steering resistance torque at low
speed [23], the steering angle and vehicle speed in critical
state are obtained as shown in the TABLE 2.

The equation of steering angle and vehicle speed in crit-
ical state is obtained by piecewise polynomial fitting as
follows.

θhw0 = f (v) =

{
0, v < 2.96
−1.227 · v2+45.8 · v− 118.4, v ≥ 2.96

(8)

Based on the above analysis of power mode recognition,
a finite automaton model of hybrid power supply system is
constructed in MATLAB/Stateflow, as shown in FIGURE 2.
It can be seen form the figure that the initial default work-
ing state of the finite automata model is the working state
corresponding to flag = 0, in which the super-capacitor does
not work; when the system meets the conditions of a state
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FIGURE 3. Schematic of the fuzzy PID controller.

transition, it will switch to the working state which the state
transition points to. The finite automaton model only has one
enabled state, and the output value of the model is the flag
value corresponding to the enabled state.

V. DESIGN OF MULTI-MODE SWITCHING CONTROLLER
Considering the different electrical characteristics of hybrid
power supply in different power modes, the corresponding
local controllers are designed, and the fuzzy supervisory
controller is designed to ensure the stability of the hybrid
system during multi-mode switching process.

A. DESIGN OF LOCAL CONTROLLER
In the vehicle power supply mode, the vehicle usually travels
at medium or high speed, which requires higher real-time per-
formance of the steering controller. The fuzzy PID controller
can track the target signal quickly for its simple structure
compared with other model-based controllers, and its control
accuracy is guaranteed for the system [24], [25], thus the
fuzzy PID controller is designed as the local controller in this
mode.

The fuzzy PID controller is an improved PID controller
based on fuzzy rules which are used to realize self-adaptive
adjustment of PID parameters. The schematic of the fuzzy
PID controller is shown in FIGURE 3.

The fuzzy PID controller is used to conduct the closed-loop
control of armature current in steering motor, so as to control
the steering assist torque. The input of the PID controller
is the difference d between the target current Itar and the
actual current Iac of the steering motor. The output of the PID
controller is as follows.

u1=kp · (Itar−Iac)+ki ·
∫
(Itar−Iac)+kd ·

(
İtar− İac

)
(9)

where, kp is proportional coefficient, ki is integral coefficient,
kd is differential coefficient.
The inputs of fuzzy rules are the difference d and its

change rate dc. For d and dc, the basic domains are both
set as [-2, 2], the fuzzy subsets are both {NB, NM, NS, ZO,
PS, PM, PB}. For 1kp, 1ki and 1kd , the basic domains
are respectively [−0.008, 0.008], [−0.001, 0.001], [−0.0007,
0.0007], the fuzzy subsets are all {NB, NM, NS, ZO, PS,
PM, PB}.

In hybrid power supply mode, the interference of the
super-capacitor disturbs the voltage of vehicle power supply

to a certain extent, which is not conducive to the stable
control of the steering system. Active disturbance rejection
controller (ADRC) can actively eliminate the effect of volt-
age disturbance and achieve stable control [26], [27], so the
ADRC is designed as the local controller in hybrid power
supply mode.

The ADRC consists of tracking differentiator, nonlinear
state error feedback law, extended state observer and distur-
bance compensation. The schematic of ADRC is shown in
FIGURE 4.

FIGURE 4. Schematic of ADRC.

The inputs of ADRC are the target current and actual
current. The output is the control voltage of the steer-
ing motor. The formula of each module of ADRC is as
follows [28].

Tracking differentiator:{
v̇1 = v1 + h · v2

v̇2 = v2 + h · fhan (v1 − Itar , v2, r0, h)
(10)

Extended state observer:

e = z1 − Iac

fe = fal (e, 0.5, h)

fe1 = fal (e, 0.25, h)

ż1 = z1 + h · (z2 − β01 · e)

ż2 = z2 + h · (z3 − β02 · fe+ b0 · u)

ż3 = z3 + h · (−β03 · fe1)

(11)

Nonlinear state error feedback:
e1 = v1 − z1

e2 = v2 − z2

u0 = −fhan (e1, c · e2, r, h1)

(12)

Disturbance compensation:

u2 = (u0 − z3)
/
b0 (13)

where:

fal (x, α, d)

=

{
x
/
d1−α, |x| ≤ d

|x|α · sgn (x) , |x| > d
(14)
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FIGURE 5. Schematic of fuzzy supervisory controller.

FIGURE 6. Vehicle speed.

fhan (x1, x2, r, h)

=



d = r · h2

a0 = h · x2
y = x1 + a0
a1 =

√
d · (d + 8 · |y|)

a2 = a0 + sign (y) · (a1 − d)
/
2

sy = (sign (y+ d)− sign (y− d))
/
2

a = (a0 + y− a2) · sy + a2
sa = (sign (a+ d)− sign (a− d))

/
2

fhan = −r ·
(
a
/
d − sign (a)

)
· sa − r · sign (a)

(15)

where, h is integration step size, r0 is velocity factor, β01,
β02 and β03 are system adjustment parameters, r is control
gain, c is damping coefficient, h1 is precision factor, b0 is
compensation factor.

The values of parameters in ADRC are as follows:
h = 0.01, r0 = 3.5, β01 = 100, β02 = 300, β03 = 1000,

r = 6, c = 2, h1 = 0.02, b0 = 2.

FIGURE 7. Driver input torque.

FIGURE 8. The mode recognition signal.

In super-capacitor mode, the super-capacitor provides
power to steering motor separately in which discharging
process appears nonlinearity. The sliding mode control is a
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FIGURE 9. The tracking curve of current in steering motor.

FIGURE 10. Current tracking curve of steering motor.

typical nonlinear control method, so it is selected as local
controller in this mode [29], [30].

The difference between the target current Itar and the actual
current Iac is selected as sliding surface [31].

s = Itar − Iac (16)

The derivation of switching surface can be expressed by
the following formula.

ṡ = İtar − İac (17)

Combining formula 7 and 17, the following formula can be
obtained.

ṡ = İtar +
R
L
· Iac +

kv
L
· θ̇m −

u3
L

(18)

The formula of control quantity can be presented as follows
by transforming the above formula.

u3 = L · İtar + R · Iac + kv · θ̇m − L · ṡ (19)

The exponential approach law of sliding surface is chosen
as follows.

ṡ = −ε · sgn (s)− k · s (ε > 0, k > 0) (20)

The parameter ε is used to make system reach the sliding
surface with a certain speed. The parameter k ensures the
realization of sliding mode.

By substituting the exponential approach law into formula
19, the final control quantity of the system can be obtained.

u3=L · İtar + R · Iac + kv · θ̇m+L ·
[
ε · sgn (s)+k · s

]
(21)

The values of parameters in sliding mode controller are as
follows.

ε = 5, k = 50.

B. DESIGN OF FUZZY SUPERVISORY CONTROLLER
In order to ensure the stability of EPS system with hybrid
power supply duringmulti-mode switching process, the fuzzy
supervisory controller based on fuzzy rules is designed,
in which the output can be obtained by weighting the outputs
of local controllers, as shown in the FIGURE 5.

The final output of the controller is obtained by the follow-
ing formula.

u = σ1 · u1 + σ2 · u2 + σ3 · u3 (22)

where, u1, u2 and u3 are respectively the output of each
local controller. σ1, σ2 and σ3 are respectively the weighting
coefficient of each local controller.

According to the last mode recognition signal flag and
current mode recognition signal flag’, the switching signal
sign which represents the different switching process of local
controllers can be obtained. By detecting the switching sig-
nal sign and controlling the corresponding fuzzy controller,
the fuzzy supervisory controller generates two weighting
coefficients to realize the switching process from the last local
controller to the current local controller. The switching rules
of multi-mode switching controller are shown in TABLE 3.

The inputs of fuzzy controller are the difference e between
the original output and the weighted output of the target local
controller and the change rate ec of the difference.

e = ui − σi · ui (i = 1, 2, 3) (23)
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FIGURE 11. Tracking current without fuzzy supervisory controller.

TABLE 3. Switching rules of multi-mode switching controller.

For the difference e, the basic domain is set as [0, 24], the
fuzzy domain is {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, the fuzzy subset is
{ZO, PS1, PS2, PM1, PM2, PB}.

For the change rate ec, the basic domain is set as [−100,
0], the fuzzy domain is {−100, −75, −50, -25, 0}, the fuzzy
subset is {ZO, NM1, NM2, NM3, PB}.

For the two weighting coefficients of controller output,
the basic domains are both set as [0, 1], the fuzzy domains
are both {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, the fuzzy subsets are both
{ZO, PS1, PS2, PM1, PM2, PB}.

The fuzzy rules of last weighting coefficient and current
weighting coefficient are respectively shown in TABLE 4 and
TABLE 5.

VI. VERIFICATION OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY
In order to verify the control strategy ofmulti-mode switching
for the EPSwith hybrid power supply, a set of typical working
conditions were set up and the simulation was carried out.

A. SETTING OF WORKING CONDITIONS
The working conditions are as follows: The vehicle passes
the right-angle bend at low speed, and then turns into a small
angle bend when the vehicle power supply breaks down.

TABLE 4. The fuzzy rules of last weighting coefficients.

TABLE 5. The fuzzy rules of current weighting coefficients.

Vehicle speed v and driver input torque Thw in the work-
ing conditions are shown in FIGURE 6 and FIGURE 7
respectively.

B. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
The mode recognition signal flag in the working conditions
are shown in FIGURE 8. It can be seen from FIGURE 8 that
the steering system works in vehicle power supply mode at
the beginning, and then switches to a hybrid power supply
mode because of the increase of steering resistance torque
in the right-angle bend. As the steering resistance torque
decreases when the vehicle is driving out of the bend, the
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system switches back to vehicle power supply mode. After
the vehicle has driven out of the bend, the vehicle power sup-
ply breaks down and the system switches to super-capacitor
mode.

The tracking curve of current in steering motor is obtained
as shown in the FIGURE 9. It can be seen from FIGURE 9
that the maximum amplitude of current difference is 0.42A
and the lag time of current tracking is only 0.03s in the whole
working process, which shows the local controller tracks the
target signal rapidly and accurately in different power modes
of the hybrid power supply system. The fuzzy supervisory
controller effectively ensures the stability of steering system
because there is almost no current fluctuation during the
switching process.

C. CONTRAST VERIFICATION
Supposed that the local controller still employs the fuzzy-
PID controller after the system switches to the hybrid power
supply mode, the tracking curve of current in steering motor
during the right-angle bend is obtained as shown in the
FIGURE 10.

It shows in FIGURE 10 that the fuzzy PID controller
cannot eliminate the current fluctuation of steering motor
when the power mode switches to hybrid power supply mode,
the amplitude of current fluctuation is up to 0.58A. The
advantage of ADRC compared with fuzzy PID controller is
reflected.

In order to verify the performance of the fuzzy super-
visory controller, the simulation of multi-mode switching
control without fuzzy supervisory controller is carried out.
The results of simulation are shown in FIGURE 11.

It can be seen from the FIGURE 11 that there is current
fluctuation of the steering motor with the maximum ampli-
tude of 0.81A at the first switching point, which sustains
about 0.22 seconds. At the second switching point, there is
current fluctuation of the steering motor with the maximum
amplitude of 0.87A, which sustains about 0.19 seconds. The
results show that the large fluctuation of current in steering
motor advents without fuzzy supervisory controller, which is
not conducive to the control stability of steering system and
further affect the vehicle handling stability. The superiority of
fuzzy supervisory controller is validated by comparing with
FIGURE 9.

VII. CONCLUSION
The EPS system with hybrid power supply is constructed
to solve the problem that the vehicle power supply of the
heavy-duty vehicles cannot provide enough energy for EPS
system. Themulti-mode switching control strategy is studied.
Based on the investigated results, the following conclusions
can be drawn.

(1) The mode recognition method is proposed which can
accurately identify and switch the power modes of the hybrid
power supply system, thus the hybrid power supply system
can provide appropriate energy for the steering motor in any
cases.

(2) In different power modes of the hybrid power system,
the local controllers show excellent performance in tracking
target signal, which improves the response speed and control
accuracy of steering system.

(3) The fuzzy supervisor make the local controller switch
quickly and ensure the stability of steering system during
switching process of power modes.
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